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USS

Unit - I                      ENGLISH Nature’s Plenty

1. Which of the following pair is not correctly matched?
a.  Walk- Stride
b.  Stop – March
c.   Ask – inquire
d.   decide- conclude

2. Which of the following is a synonym of the word ‘Menace’?
a. Strong
b. Clear
c. Threat
d. Care

3. He made     analysis over the matter.
(critical, bluired, deep, Shang)

4. Fill in the blanks with correct preposition
She held a long curved knife….......… which she had been cutting grass
(from, under, with by)

5. Use correct relative pronoun
An old man ......…. appeared  at the gate announced himself as the snake charmer.
(that, which, what, who)

6. Choose the correctly spelt word
(fatigue, fetague, fatigeu, fattigue)

7. Till the little ones weary, No more can be merry
This are the words of .................
(Michael Jackson, William Blake, Edword Lear, Sant Hardas)

8. Choose the correct word from the bracket
I wish I … in Delhi

(was, is, were, am)

Answers

1. Stop – March

2. Threat

3. critical

4. with by

5. who

6. fatigue

7. William Blake

8. were
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THE TALES  AND  TUNES

1. Complete thes sentence using ‘as if’
She looked …. (annoy)

2. If he … (win) the game, his parents — (be) happy
3. Use the correct tense form of the verb

He …. Newspaper everyday
(is reading, reads, read, will read)

4. A large group playing music together
(Composer, Orchestra, Lead singer)
A. Orchestra

5. Write the meaning of the under lined word
He gave up using sugar in tea
(Continued, used, stopped, rejected)

6. Write the opposite of the word under lined.
He showed his gratitude to his master
(in gratitude, as gratitude, un gratitude)

7. Superb! I listen to you everyday, but I can’t seem to have enough!
Above sentence is an example for … sentence
(Assertive, Imperative, Exclamatory, Interrogative)

8. Choose the correct one
If  he had come, I … him
(would have met
Shall had met
Will meet, Can meet)

9. I’d like to sit by fire and tell people stories.
The above sentence is a part of ….
(Profile, Memoir, biography, fiction)

Answers

1. She looked as if annoyed.

2. If  he wins the game, his parents will be happy.

3. reads

4. orchestra

5. stopped

6. ingratitude

7. exclamatory

8. would have met

9. memoir
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MAN AND MEDIA

1. Identify the antonym of the underlined word
Rani is an honest girl.
(dis honest, un honest, in honest, non honest)

2. Complete the following sentence
A rider is a person … rides
(that, which, who, when)

3. Select the correct word order
i.   In Britain published the first newspaper was to 1702
ii. The first newspaper was published in Britain in 1702
iii. First Newspaper published was in Britain in 1702
iv. In 1702, in Britain first Newspaper was published

4. Find out the correctly spelt word
1. Hygiene 3. Hygieene
2. Hygeine 4. Hygenie
5. Find out the figure of speech used in the sentence given below
Peter was a lion in the parliament
(Alliteration, Metaphor, Similie, Personification)

Answers
1. dis honest
2. who
3. The first newspaper was published in Britain in 1702
4. Hygiene

LESSON: TALES AND TUNES
1. Choose the correct one

Q. Making personal thoughts and feelings of a person using short simple sentences,
including fragments are called
(prose, poem, diary entry, fiction)

2. Un scramble the word
ayovreg

Answers
1. diary entry
2. Voyager

RHYTHMS OF LIFE
1. Which among the following word at refers to sound?

(rustle, kaala, paddy, gyrate)
2. Use the appropriate word from the bracket

A …. of trees
(group, bunch, clump, pack)
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3. Which sentence refers that the action is going on at the time of speaking

Ravi works in Kochi
Ravi is working in a restaurant
Ravi will work on Sundays
Ravi worked as a driver last week

4. Which word is correctly spelt
Piro technics
Pyro technics
Pairo technics
Pyro tekhnics

5. Choose the correct expression asking for permission
(may I use your computer, I can use your computer, I may use your computer, computer may use)

Answers

1. rustle

2. Clump

3. Ravi is working in a restaurant

4. Pyro technics

5. may I use your computer?
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Class VII         ENGLISH Unit - I

1. Which is the synonym of the word ‘siesta’?
a. Laugh       b. awake.       c. nap d. cry

2. Find out the odd one
a. March       b. close      c. stop         d. pause

3. Choose the correctly spelt word
a. Opportinity b. oportunity         c. opportunity         d. opartunity

4. Fill in the blanks with appropriate idiom
The Kashmir issue is a … nowadays
a. Hot potato b. prose and corn c. under the weather
d. let the cat out of the bag

5. And the dreams that you dare to dream. The words in italics in the above line is example for
a. made-up words      b. rhyming words    c. alliteration      d. none of these

6. They dined on mince and slices of quince. Dear pig, are you willing to sell for one shilling your ring?
Mince, quince
Willing, shilling are examples for
a. Collocation, b. alliteration     c. internal rhyming words
d. rhyming words
Complete the sentence

7. I wish …..
a. I can play guitar
b. I will play guitar
c. I could play guitar
d. I am playing guitar

8. I wish …
a. I got full marks
b. I get full marks
c. I will get full marks
d. I am getting full marks

9. The house ….. Anil bought last month was an old one
a. Who           b. Whom c. That d. Where

10.  It was a … to sell the house
a. Quick decision
b. Hasty decision
c. Strong decision
d. Speedy decision

11. There was a loaf …. bread he could take …. him
a. (to, of) b. (of, to)        c. (for, with)     d. (of, with)

12. The parrot screeches. An owl........
a.  hisses b. howls c. neighs     d. cries
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Answers

1. nap

2. March

3. opportunity

4. Hot potato

5. alliteration

6. internal rhyming words

7. I could play guitar

8. I got full marks

9. That

10. Hasty decision

11. (of, with)

12. Howls
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Class VII        ENGLISH Unit - II

1. Identify the correct word
a. Development
b. Emporer
c. Exquisite
d. Favorite

2. Which is the possible meaning of the given proverb, “A stitch in time saves nine”.
a. If you eat the right food you will be healthy
b. One good person can get the job done quicker
c. Don’t take the chance of losing something you have, in search of
      something better.
d. Don’t put off doing something, it will become worse and cause extra
    work.

3. Write the rhyming scheme of the given poem.
He guided her trembling feel along
proud that his own were firm and strong
Then back again to his friends he went
His young heart happy and well content.
a.  a a ab b. abcd c. aabb d abba

4. find out the wrong pair
a. Piano- pianoist
b. Harp-  harpist
c. Drum-drummer
d. Table- tablist

5. Choose the suitable one from the following to get the meaning of the word underlined. Arun finally
recovered from the fever.
a. Got round
b. Got over
c. Got away
d. Got off

6. Which is the correct sentence?
a. Neither the monkey nor the squirrels are bothering us.
b. Neither the monkey nor the squirrel bothering us
c. Neither the monkeys nor the squirrels is bothering us
d. None of these

7. Choose the correct sentence
a. Gokul behaves as if he owned a car.
b. Gokul behave as if the own a car
c. Gokul behaves as if he own a car
d. Gokul behaves as if he will own a car
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8. Write the correct words

If they .. well they … the match
a.Play, won
b.Played, will win
c.Play, will win
d.Play, would win

9. Which is the correct sentence?
a.If he studied will, he would pass the exam
b.If he study well, he will pass the exam
c.If he studied will, he will pass the exam
d.If he had studied will, he would pass the exam

Answers

1. a

2. d

3. c

4. a

5. b

6. a

7. a

8. c

9. a
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Class VII         ENGLISH Unit - III

1. Before he reached the station, the train….
a. Left             b. had left c. was leaving          d. is left

2. J.L. Baired invented Television. which among the following is the correct sentence when it begins with
television
a. Television was invented by J.L.Baired
b. Television is invented by J.L.Baired
c. Television invented by J. L. Baired
d. Television had invented by J.L.Baired

3. Find out the odd one
a. pony  b. stable c. mane            d. cattle

4. The building catches the fire. You may….
a. Either call the fire force or extinguish
b. Either called the fire force or extinguish
c. Either call the fire force nor extinguish
d. None of these

5. Which prefix is used for making the antonym of the word human?
a. dis      b. im c. in d. un

6. Which of the following sentence is correct?
a. The stars as well as the moon given us light at night
b. The stars as well as the moon give us light at night
c. The stars gives us light at night as well as the moon
d. The stars give us light at night as well as the moon

7. “The snow is a white blanket”. This line is an example for
a. simile         b. couplet c. imagery    d. metaphor

8. Find out the odd pair
a. kangaroo- joey
b. lion- cub
c. sheep- foal
d. deer- fawn

9. Which word is correctly spelt?
a. Envolepe
b. Teritories
c. Potentiality
d. Examble
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10. Fill in the blanks using appropriate words from those given below.

------------ of steps
a. A flight        b. A pile      c. A stack       d. A clump

11. Combine the sentences with not only ….. but also
Birds drink honey. Butterflies also drink honey.
a. Birds not only drink honey but also butterflies
b. Not only birds, but also butterflies drink honey
c. Not only birds drink honey but also butterflies drink honey
d. Birds not only but also butterflies drink honey

12. Complete the following sentence using relative pronoun
Name the book----  you read recently
a. who      b. whom    c. that d. it

13. Complete the sentence using the correct form of the verb
They ….in Mumbai since 2010
a. are living
b. have been living
c. has been living
d. had been living

Answers

1. b

2. a

3. d

4. a

5. c

6. b

7. d

8. c

9. c

10. a

11. b

12. c

13. b
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1. Find out the wrong one
a. A pile of books b. A stack of hay c. A pack of dogs
d. A bunch of thieves

2. Choose the odd one
a. rustle      b. bang   c. sweet d. jingle

3. “Excuse me, do you know when will the train come?”
This is ….
a. Making a request
b. Offering help
c. Saying you do not know
d. Asking for information

4. Fill in the blanks using correct word
The car came to a halt quiet…..
a. Jangling
b. unabating
c. abruptly
d. squnter

5. “Public show of fire works”. Which word from given below is related to this?
a. Grotesque
b. Aroma
c. Sequin
d. Pyrotechnics

6. Choose the correct sentence from given below.
a. ‘Wings of fire’ is one of the best books that I read
b. ‘Wings of fire’ is one of the best book that I read
c. ‘Wings of fire’ is one of the best book that I read
d. ‘Wings of fire’ are one of the best books that I read

7. What a nuisance!
Identify the expression of this sentence.
a. disappointment   b. pain c. anger d. surprise

8. Add question tag
They spent much time together,
a. Do they?
b. Didn’t they?
c. Did they?
d. Don’t they?

9. Open the door, ….? Add a question tag.
a.Do you? b. Don’t you? c.Did you? d.Will you?

10. Add preposition
There is a black dog …. the bottom ...... the steps.
a. (at, of) b. (in, of) c. (on, of) d. (at, for)

USS
Class VII          ENGLISH Unit - IV
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Answers

1. d

2. c

3. d

4. c

5. d

6. a

7. c

8. b

9. d

10. c
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Unit - I                   ENGLISH Nature’s Plenty

1. Which of the following is a describing word?
a. aims b. fatigue c. descend d. weary

2. ‘To keep an eye out’ means
a. To look secretly
b. To watch carefully
c. To disturb with frequent request
d. To keep away from something

3. Which is the wrongly spelt word?
a. Implements b.Descend c.Frantically d.Hipothetical

4. Which of the following is not correctly matched?
a. Falter – to weaken
b. Wrap- to cover
c. Employ – to make we of
d. Pounce- to cry in a high pitch

5. Keep away – wild animals
a. of b. from                c. by d. to

6. A old beggar cried – alms – gate
a. for, at       b. for , in        c. to, at    d. for, by

7. The idiom 'add insult to injury' means
a. Something done badly to save money
b. Arguments for and against
c. To worsen an unfavourable situation
d. Speak of an issue which is usually disputed

8. Which of the following word is not used to describe one’s hight?
a. tall b. short c. muscular d. medium

9. This is the boy …. Got the first prize in drawing competition
a. who b. that c. which d. whom

10. Certain words in English are often used together. Such natural pairing or grouping of words is
known as
a. Rhyme b. collocation c. limerick d. alliteration

11. Which of the following is not correctly matched?
a. Heated debate b.Did a mistake c.Make demands d.Fast food

12. Woods are lovely, dark and deep
Here, dark and deep are the example for
a. Internal rhyme     b. alliteration      c. collocation         d. assonance
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Answers

1. d

2. b

3. d

4. d

5. b

6. a

7. c

8. c

9. a

10. b

11. b

12. b
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1. Identify the correctly spelt word.
a. Austeare b. deliberate c. fragrence d. exasparate

2. Which among the following is the describing word?
a. elegant b. charm c. voyager d. sniff

3. A person who lives alone and away from society is known as
a. Sage b. pioneer c. hermit d. voyager

4. Which of the following word means intentional?
a. Exquisite b. grateful c. deliberate d. deceptive.

5. Which of the following means ‘to make some extremely tired’
a. Enrage b. exhaust c. capsize d. mince

6. If it rains….
a. The match would be put off
b. The match will put off
c. The match will be put off
d. The match would have been put off

7. If you had studied well
a. You will pass the exame
b. You would passed the examination
c. You would be passed the examination
d. You would have passed the examination

8. If you heat the water
a. It will boil
b. It would boil
c. It will be boiled
d. It would have boiled

9. Find out the correct sentence
a. Akbar listen to Tansen everyday
b. The guru refuse to before Akbar
c. They go in search of guru
d. The melody of his voice spread across the forest

10.  Which among the following is not correctly matched?
Drum - drummer
Tabla - tablist
Harp - Harper
Trumpet - trumpeter

11. Choose the suitable one from the following to get the meaning of the word underlined. The thief tried
to escape from the scene

a). get around b). get away c). get across d). get along
12. Limerick is a funny poem that has fine lines with the rhyme scheme

a). aabab b). ababa c). aabba d). aaabb

USS

Unit - II        ENGLISH       Tales and tunes
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13. The proverb ‘Too many cooks spoil the brolth’ means

a. One good person can get the job done quicker
b. you can’t be sure about something until you try it
c. If you eat the right food, you will be healthy.
d. Don’t regret over the past events.

14. The melody … his voice spread…. the forest
a. of, across b. of, to c. by, across d. of in

15. Anil behaves as if he owned the house means
a) Anil has a house
b) Anil is going to buy a house
c) Anil has no house
d) Anil had a house

Answers

1. b

2. a

3. c

4. c

5. b

6. c

7. d

8. a

9. c

10. c

11. b

12. c

13. a

14. a

15. c
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Unit - III          ENGLISH Man and Media

1. Find out the correctly spelt word?
a. Exagerate
b. Exaggerate
c. Exaggarate
d. Exaggereit

2. Which among the following word is not correctly spelt?
a. Fatigue b. hygeine c. terrain d. entertainment

3. Find out the wrong pair
a. Fatigue-tiredress
b. Impartial-neubal
c. Device- to give up
d. Distorted- changed from the original form

4. Which among the following words means to provide information for better understanding”
a. derive b. exert c. discard d. enlighten

5. He was a lion in the battle. The figure of speech used here is
a. similie b. metaphor c. imagery d. alliteration

6. The word that means the opposite of another word is called
a. synonym b. antonym c. rhymes d. personification

7. Which is the correct pair?
a. regular –unregular
b. sufficient- unsufficicent
c. advantage- disadvantage
d. interpret- disinterpret

8. Find out the correct sentences
a. The television is one of the miracles of science
b. Man are born in the stream of culture
c. The press has a sacred responsibility
d. The newspaper update sour knowledge of the world
a. a,b b. a, c c. c, d d. a, d

9. Polya was an illiterate woman.
Add the correct question tag
a. Is she? B. wasn’t she? c. was she? d. did’nt she?

10. This is the house …. Jane built
a. that b. who c. what d. whom

11. The stars give us light at night
a. Didn’t they? b. do they? c. don’t they? d. does they?

12. Find out the correct sentence
a. The sun give us not only light but also heat
b. I likes not fruits but also pulses
c. The stars as well as the moon give us light at night
d. I wants either a pen or a pencil
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13. Yesterday he ............ in Cochin. At the moment he … in palakkad.

a. was, is b. is, was c. were, in d. was, will be
14. Which is the correctly spelt word?

a. Superintendent
b. Qeueu
c. Eerie
d. Frangiulity

15. The poem 'books' is written by
a. William Blake b. Eleanor Farjeon c. Christina Rosseffi d. Edward lear

Answers

1. b

2. b

3. c

4. d

5. b

6. b

7. c

8. b

9. b

10. a

11. c

12. c

13. a

14. a

15. b
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1. Find out the correctly spelt word?
a. exquisit b. natel c. pirotechnics d. gyrate

2. Which is the odd one?
a. deny b. vendor c. bow d. lend

3. Which among the following means ‘to walk slowly’
a. sauter b. scamper c. preen d. swirl

4. Find out the wrong pair
a. Grey- day
b. Snow- slow
c. Long- throng
d. Eye- shout

5. A pair of lines in poetry that rhyme with each other is known as
a. Limerick b. acrostic poem c. couplet d. alliteration

6.  A —— of steps
a. bevy b. group c. pack d. flight

7. The …. of drum
a. jingle b. tick c. rustle d. bang

8. The soft sounds made when things like paper, leaves etc: move or rub together
a. creak b. squeak c. splash d. rustle

9. The poem in which the initial letter of each lines spells out a word or a phrase is known as
a. A couplet b. An acrostic poem c. limerick d. none of the above

10. I usually …. glass while driving
a. wears b. wear c. wore d. will wear.

11. The sun …. late in this part
a. rise b. is rising c. rises d. rising

12. Which among the following is not a rhyming pair?
a. see- bee
b. twice- true
c. ants- pants
d. nine- fine

13. Which among the following is correctly matched?
a. creak – ornaments
b. rustle – door
c. splash- water
d. tick- camera

14.  A … of trees
a. group b. stack c. clump d. bunch

15. The older folk remember poorams …. the past and as always, compare this one… those in their
memories
a. to, from b. from, to c. from, of d. from, by

USS

Unit - IV      ENGLISH       Rhythms of life
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Answers

1. d

2. b

3. a

4. d

5. c

6. d

7. d

8. d

9. b

10. b

11. c

12. b

13. c

14. c

15. b




